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You need some headers for your website or blog? "Grab these brandnew Premium Header Templates

with full psd source files and easily create your own awesome headers in minutes!" This is a pretty

straight forward product, so there is no need to write a long sales letter for it. We all need headers for our

websites and blogs, and this product will solve that problem for you. What makes these header templates

special? When it comes to most templates packages (especially collections of 100's of "niche" templates),

the quality is usually not that great, to put it mildly. Most other templates packages go for quantity over

quality. They might give you 100's or 1,000's of templates, but they're all mostly poor quality stuff you

wouldn't use on your actual site. With THIS package, I focused on QUALITY over quantity, and created

25 premium header templates instead of 100's of cheap ones. But that doesn't mean there isn't a lot of

variety in this package... These 25 header templates are created in such a way that they can actually be

developed further into 100's of different headers for different niches (if you wanted to do that). They're

very versatile. In this package I tried to make every header template unique in it's look, with a different
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layout, color scheme, text placement, etc. That way, instead of getting 100's of templates that pretty much

look the same, and just have a different niche image... ...instead of that you get 25 great headers that are

all different, and you can add ANY image of your own to each one, and develop them further into 100's of

your own headers. All of the formatting, styling, and color combinations are already in place. The whole

"design" part is done, so you don't have to have an eye for that sort of thing to create a great header. It's

all done for you. You can... 1. Use these headers as is. Just change the text to your text, and maybe add

an image of your own. And boom you have a killer header in minutes. 2. Play around with the colors and

styles. Create your own color schemes to match your site. Move things around. Resize the header to you

exact size. Customize just certain elements. And in just a few minutes you can have a fairly different and

unique look. 3. Or just take certain parts you like from a header (like text or some effects or some

layouts), and add them to any of your own existing graphics to spice them up. You get full source files to

ALL these templates, and everything you see on the headers comes on it's own layer. So there is a lot of

premium graphics elements at your disposal here. These awesome headers could potentially save you

hours of work, and give an added flair to your existing graphics. And that's easily worth the price of this

whole package. Package content:    You'll get 25 premium header templates with layered PSD source

files. The templates are all at least 900 pixels wide. I made them that size so that tehy're big enough for

most sites, and you can easily resize them to any smaller size you want (like 800 pixels wide or 700

pixels wide).    You'll also get a full html list of all the fonts used on these templates.    You will also get a

20 minute video tutorial on how to edit the headers using Adobe Photoshop. I'll show you how to edit the

text, change the color scheme, add your own images, and more. This isn't a full blown course on how to

use Photoshop, but you will learn the basics for editing the headers with Photoshop.    The original

english and a german Salespage.    Images and a Master Resale Rights License. All of these templates

come in source PSD files with editable layers. And since there are PSD files, Photoshop is preferred to

use them, but you can also use them with any other program that opens layered PSD files like Photoshop

Elements or Gimp (not included in delivery).  Works on both Systems PC and Mac. Lets recap about what

you will receive...  The Premium Headers Pack V3 with 25 Templates  A video tutorial about how to edit

the headers with Photoshop  A full list of all fonts used on these templates  Original sales page in english

and german  Images and a Master Resale Rights License  Privacy Policy-, Earnings Disclaimer-, Terms

and Conditions Page We are authorised Reseller and in the possession of the necessary licences for this



product. Therefore we do not offend against the copyright! For the software & scripts no Support can be

performed!
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